
Psychology of Everyday Thinking Weekly Notes 

Week 1 

Psychology is rarely considered as a science, however it is defined as the scientific study of human 

behaviour and the mind. 

Mind  Cannot observe or measure private & subjective metal process. 

Electrons & Quantum Physics  Never been seen or determine time and place of electrons. 

Dark Matter  Cannot be detected or determined the constitution of dark matter. 

Mathematics  Infinity is endless & is not comprehendible in a sense, same goes with zero. 

Pure psychology deals with the psychological research and data which helps to formulate the 

principles of activity and it’s divided into; experimental, social, abnormal, developmental, 

comparative & physiological psychology. (Deductive) Empiricism but is dull & boring. 

Applied psychology applies information given by pure psychology, to the problems of actual life 

and it’s sub-divided into; clinical, industrial, educational, psychology in medicine and law. (Inductive) 

Exploration but scientific veracity questioned. 

Reasoning refers to the process by which people generate and evaluate arguments and beliefs. 

Inductive Reasoning  Generalization: reasoning from detailed facts to general principles or gaining 

basic conclusion from empirical observation (Relies on probabilities). E.g. patterns or simple 

repetition, all swans I’ve seen are black, therefore all swans must be black & gravity. 

Deductive Reasoning  Generalization: reasoning from the general to the particular. E.g. if 5+4 = 9, 

and 6+3 = 9, then 5+4 = 6+3 or all turtle have shells, this animal is a turtle, therefore this animal must 

have a shell. Stupid assumptions. 

 

 

 

 

Hofstede’s Five Cultural Dimensions 

Power Distance Index (PDI)  The extent to which the less powerful members of organisations or 

institutions accept and expect that power is distributed unequally. Inequality (more versus less). E.g. 

who is your lecturer? Dr. Brown or Charlie. Society values changing can change inequality. 

Individualism (IDV)  The tendency of people to fend for themselves and their families. Collectivism 

is when people are bound towards groups. E.g. who do you credit for your best VCE mark? Family 

(Collectivism) or yourself (Individualism). 

Masculinity (MAS)  It basically outlines to the distribution of roles between the genders which is 

another fundamental issue for any society to which a range of solutions are found. It compares to its 

opposite, femininity.  E.g. doing chores? Finish or have fun. 

Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI)  Deals with a society’s tolerance for uncertainty and 

ambiguity; man’s search for the truth. Govern by rules for people to feel uncomfortable or 

comfortable in unstructured situations. E.g. what determines a move in chess? 

Long Term Orientation (LTO)  Versus short term orientation, it exemplifies perseverance and 

thrift, while STO shows respect for tradition, fulfilling social obligations, and protecting one’s face. 

E.g. how much money is in your bank account? 

Greek Philosophy 

+ 

Theology (Religion) 

+ 

Science 

 

Psychology discipline is 

150yrs old but, origin is 

over 2000yrs old. 


